
COVID-19 Protocol for Girls Swimming (2020-2021) 
 
 
Dear Parents and Swimmers, 
 
As we begin this season, please remember that our restrictions for returning to play are more                
restrictive than your club environment may be at this time. Please be patient and adhere to all                 
County & MHS guidelines and restrictions.  
 
Practice Agenda:  
2:15 pm - Swimmers Check in/Arrival (Masks On for Everyone at ALL times) 
Avoid the locker room as much as possible. Masks are required on deck.  
4:00 pm - Swimmers Dismissed from Training (Masks On for Everyone) 
 
All practices and activities will be modified to adhere to restrictions and guidelines. We ask               
swimmers to be cautious and alert to ensure that they are following protocols at practice and                
when arriving or departing each practice session. We will continue to monitor and follow these               
guidelines, while altering our sessions until we are allowed to fully return to "normal" training               
environments. 
 
Entering/Exiting the Pool: All swimmers and coaches will enter/exit the pool using the front              
door. Swimmers will need to arrive early for the check in process and be patient while observing                 
social distancing protocol. Coaches will be on the pool deck to direct swimmers to continue to                
keep social distancing guidelines in mind. At the conclusion of practice, all swimmers will exit               
the pool by the front door. Swimmers will then proceed toward the cafeteria parking lot for                
parent pickup. Swimmers must exit campus immediately. Hanging out to socialize is not part of               
the protocol.  
 
Mandatory for arrival and departure: 
-All swimmers must enter and exit the pool wearing a personal face covering. The only time                
swimmers may remove their face covering is during training. All coaches will wear face              
coverings during training.  
-Swimmers may not remove the personal face covering until instructed by the coaching staff.  
-You must have your own water. Sharing of drinks, food, towels, and goggles is strictly               
prohibited.  
-It is recommended that each swimmer carry their own hand sanitizer for personal use. 
-Swimmers will maintain a distance of 6 feet at all times in the locker room.  
-No one other than coaching staff and swimmers will be allowed in the pool area at any time. 
-At the completion of practice swimmers must gather their personal belongings and exit the pool               
adhering to social distancing guidelines and wearing a personal face covering. 
 
*** Before you enter the pool, you will be checked in by a member of the staff and must answer                    
the following questions: Swimmers and staff should complete a health self-assessment in which             
they are able to answer NO to each of the following in order to attend practice: 1) Do you have a                     
fever of 100.4 or higher? 2) Do you have a new cough that you cannot attribute to another health                   
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condition? 3) Do you have a new shortness of breath that you cannot attribute to another health                 
condition? 4) Have you lost any sense of smell or taste? 5) Do you have a new sore throat that                    
you cannot attribute to another health condition? 6) Do you have new muscle aches (myalgias)               
that you cannot attribute to another health condition, or that may have been caused by a specific                 
activity (such as physical exercise)? 7) Have you had any close contact with a person that has a                  
suspected or confirmed case of Covid 19 or demonstrated any of the above symptoms? It is your                 
personal responsibility to look out for yourself, your teammates, your program, and your school.              
If any of these questions apply to you at any time please stay home. Swimmers and coaches alike                  
will be subjected to this best practice. No Parents/Family members will be allowed to enter the                
pool facility or practice area for any reason. If your parent is staying they must remain in their                  
vehicle at all times. Parents, please park by the cafeteria. Please drop your swimmers off by the                 
cafeteria. Swimmers who will be driving themselves: please park by the cafeteria (not by the               
pool). Once swimmers have exited the car they must be wearing a personal face covering. 
If you do not adhere to these guidelines, swimmers will be asked to stay home.  
All training gear, pool deck, and traffic area will be sanitized at the conclusion of every session.  
 
 
 
_______________________________________________  
Dr. Tony Valentino (Head Swim Coach) 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________ 
A. Norman (Assistant Swim Coach)  
 
 
 
_______________________________________________ 
Student Signature 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________ 
Parent Signature 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________ 
Dr. Tim Champion (MHS Athletic Director) 
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